Don’t shoot the messenger!
9/11 The World’s Largest Insurance fraud?
In 2001 I worked for a Swiss Reinsurance Company that shared the insurance risk on the New York
WTC. I was deployed as a sales trainer in the Middle East, India, South East Asia and Eastern Europe.
One day in April 2001 I was called to my new boss`s office to be told by the Dutch man, I had been
appointed as the account manager responsible for the Turkish market. I was surprised, as usually
people with a strong mathematical background, degrees or even doctor titles hold those positions.
I had none but I did however know I had no choice in the matter, the unspoken certainty prevailed,
take it or get out. My brief was to study the market and produce a report and for that purpose I
visited Turkey in May 2001 to interview our clients and study the opportunities.
My report findings were clearly marked as positive in the executive summary and included my
recommendation to invest in and develop the market. To my surprise, only a few minutes after
handing in my report, I was instructed to return to Turkey and cancel all reinsurance treaties. I did as
I was ordered to do but the clients were furious, and several attacked me verbally in their anger and
disbelief. I asked them to please not shoot the messenger, as I will be resigning from the firm
because of the new management that took control of the life & health division.
Back in Zurich, at the head offices I met one of my directors who had responsibility for the Middle
East. He stood by the elevator and looked as if traumatised. He had just returned from a business
trip and was instructed by the new management to cancel, his life’s work, all reinsurance treaties.
I found it concerning that the senior management of that reinsurance company referred to the
management of my division as “The Dutch Mafia“.
From 5.- 8. September 2001 I hosted an international seminar event for important reinsurance
clients from Central & Eastern European Countries in Zurich, title: Future opportunities and risks in
Life & Health Insurance. I invited 11 speakers. One told the 25 attendees: “If there should be one
more “one in one- hundred-year event” this year, there could be no liquidity to pay for the claims”.
His words came to my mind again the following Tuesday, 11.09.2001 when my sister in law called me
from New York and told me to switch on the TV. I witnessed, what they claim to be flight UA175
impacting with the south WTC tower. I thought: The end of the capital markets! Soon after, the FTSE
100 index fell below 4000 points and from my understanding of how the capital markets were
designed to function, capitalism was bankrupt!
After the USA/UK launched their illegal war against Afghanistan I protested in the streets of Zurich
and was brutally beaten by the Swiss Police. I travelled to England and on a walk through the streets
in Birmingham I heard a strange sound and followed it to a large mosque. Later I was told it was the
call for prayer. I knocked on the door and a man asked me what I wanted,” to convert to Islam”, I
said. “Do you believe in Jesus”, the man asked, “yes”, I replied. “Come in” he said.
Soon after I walked 1000 miles along the St. James way to Santiago de Compostela, Spain in 2003, as
the first Muslim they had seen on the route.
In 2004 a New York court found that the Swiss reinsurance firm’s liability was limited to $877 million
after the jury backed the Swiss reinsurance firm’s interpretation of the insurance policy that the

destruction of the Twin Towers was one event, rather than two. The planned Insurance fraud had
failed by half.
Why would a reinsurance company pull out of all Islamic countries, weeks before the 9/11 event?
Maybe due to inside intelligence to avoid exposure to claims resulting from the planned “war against
terror”. It may also have been part of an agreement with the US government, to allow the purchase
of American Reinsurance, a condition of sale to take on a loss-making claim for the deal to be
approved by the regulator? Fact is the WTC had to be totally refurbished due to the asbestos
problem. Possibly a good reason for the new leaseholder, Mr Silverstein who bought the lease for
the WTC complex 6 weeks prior to 9/11, to take advantage of the plan to destroy the WTC? He is
recorded saying: “they made the decision to pull that building”. To pull the building, is an expression
used for demolition. Who gave that order? Donald Trump said on live Radio broadcast at the time, a
plane could not smash through the reinforced steel and that bombs must have been placed to
demolish the buildings.
My thoughts are that many had prior warnings to the events of 9/11, as confirmed by CIA whistle
blower Susan Lindauer. She testified that on the 2. August 2001 the CIA knew of the 9/11 attacks
and gave warning to stay away from NYC due to small nuclear thermal device.
“Profits from insider trading from Put Options from 9/11 are an estimated 15 billion USD” said
Andreas von Bülow, the former German State Secretary of Federal Defence, responsible for the
oversite of the German Secret Services.
”I would call it prior knowledge, somebody knew ahead of time that 9/11 was going to happen and
made bets to take advantage.” Phil Erlanger, Financial Analyst.
At the Deutsche Bank, Bankers Trust company, Mr. A.B. Buzzy Krongard headed the purchase of Put
Options. He was later made Director of the CIA by President George W. Bush.
Did you know three buildings fell on 9/11? The BBC reported the collapse of the Salomon brothers
building WTC 7, 23 minutes before the event even took place! That building hosted the New York
emergency response office where the Major of New York Rudy Giuliani, should have been
coordinating the rescue efforts from. He never entered that building on that day.
Final questions: Would it serve the truth to examine the hypotheses and contexts set out here, to
gain new insights from this insurance perspective what expired, to find out whether the denounced
Islamists really represent the danger and if not, then who?
It comes as no real surprise to me, that this failed western capitalist system directs its hate and
destructive forces towards Islam when their old scriptures reveal:
Gods messenger said:
“The hour will not be established until the son of Mary descends amongst you as a just ruler, he will
break the cross, kill the pigs, and abolish tax. Money will be in abundance so that nobody will accept
it.”
Eric Alan Westacott / Muhammad Bin Hari/ 11 September 2020
Foot Note:
I resigned my management position at the Reinsurance company on the 1st June 2001. The Dutch
Management insisted I work out my full 6 months’ notice period.

In December 2001 I invited some of my colleagues from Swiss Re to my leaving event and as a final
farewell I prepared a short speech entitled:
Taliban Jew or Capitalist (Christian), the end of the Capital Markets.
I sent the email to over 50 colleagues and external news agencies and moments later my boss
stormed into my office shouting at me what I was thinking of. I told him to get out of my way and
left the building to go to the Head Office where my friend worked in the legal department. I asked
him if I had broken any rules and he reassured me that I had done nothing wrong but on my way
down to the seminar room to prepare for the leaving event, I was approached and stopped by
security, my badge taken off me and escorted out of the building and shoved in to the street.
I had contacted the senior management of the reinsurance company several times since then, asking
for an explanation as to why they referred to my senior management as the Dutch mafia. I had no
reply.
In 2019 I planned the event; 9/11 Perspectives, in the Volks House Zurich on 11. September. It was
first booked at the World Trade Centre, Zurich, but they cancelled the booking when they asked
about the title of the event. I pulled out of the event after I was told by a US attorney not to speak of
my experiences (with the reinsurance company) as I had signed a confidentiality agreement and if
there would be a legal case in America at a later time, a breach of contract would nullify my
evidence.
Following the case of Sibel Edmonds, the FBI Whistle blower, she took her case all the way to the
supreme court, Americas highest legal establishment, only to lose the case as the US government
used the state secrets privilege.-The state secrets privilege is an evidentiary rule created by United
States legal precedent. Application of the privilege results in exclusion of evidence that might
disclose sensitive information which might endanger national security. The privilege was invoked
twice against Sibel Edmonds. The first invocation was to prevent her from testifying that the Federal
Government had foreknowledge that Al-Qaeda intended to use airliners to attack the United States
on September 11, 2000 and the second invocation was in an attempt to derail her personal lawsuit
regarding her dismissal from the FBI, where she had worked as a post-9/11 translator.
To take my place at the 9/11 Perspectives event in 2019, I asked the Swiss High-Rise Engineer, Dr.
Jan Zaba to give a speech about the structural integrity of the WTC buildings. He was so convinced
the Towers were demolished by explosives, he wrote a long letter of complaint to the Chairman of
the reinsurance company I had worked for, asking why he had allowed the fraudulent claim to be
paid out. A few weeks after the event, he was found dead, natural causes, they told me.
https://www.11september.eu/en/911perspectives/
911truthorg.ch

